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We find spuriously large repulsive many-body contributions to binding energies of rare gas systems for the
first three rungs of “Jacob’s Ladder” within Kohn-Sham density functional theory. While the description of van
der Waals dimers is consistently improved by the pairwise London C6 /R6 correction, inclusion of a corre-
sponding three-body Axilrod-Teller C9 /R9 term only increases the repulsive error. Our conclusions based on
extensive solid state and molecular electronic structure calculations are particularly relevant for condensed
phase van der Waals systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the various ways to compute and employ for ato-
mistic simulation interatomic forces from first principles,
Kohn-Sham density functional theory1,2 �DFT� is one of the
most popular tools. Its capability to quantitatively estimate
potential energy hypersurfaces of gases, liquids, or bulk
within the local density approximation3 �LDA�, generalized
gradient approximation4,5 �GGA�, “meta”-generalized gradi-
ent approximation6 �meta-GGA�, or hybrid approximation7 is
typically outstanding.8,9 The accuracy of such DFT-based
models of the electronic structure, however, depends not
only greatly upon the deployed approximation to the
exchange-correlation potential �vxc� but also upon the system
which is being studied.8 The difficulties, for instance, in ob-
taining a reasonable DFT-based description of van der Waals
interactions, the ubiquitous interatomic forces dominant in
the case of rare gases, have been recognized for more than a
decade.10,11 There are various approaches to tackle this prob-
lem within DFT, such as extending the exchange-correlation
potential by a nonlocal van der Waals term,12,13 leveraging
the optimized potential method within Kohn-Sham perturba-
tion theory,14,15 empirically calibrating dispersion corrected
atom centered potentials,16–20 or directly fitting exchange-
correlation potentials to data sets of weakly bonded
compounds.21

One of the simplest yet most effective remedies for this
error, however, consists of an atomic force-field-like correc-
tion, namely to superimpose a dissociative pairwise inter-
atomic potential decaying as C6 /R6, due to the seminal work
of London,22,23 on top of the atomic forces obtained from
DFT via the Hellmann-Feynman theorem. This approach
yields good results if damped appropriately.24,25 A wide va-
riety of such implementations exist, typically being designed,
tested, and employed for gas phase systems.26–34 For large
cluster or bulk properties, however, interatomic many-body
effects are typically non-negligible.35,36 For example, Roś-
ciszewski et al.37 predicted for rare gas crystals repulsive van
der Waals type many-body contributions �MBCs� to the co-
hesive energy of �3, 7, 8, and 9% for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe,
respectively. It remains therefore questionable, as also found
by Ortmann et al.,31 if the proclaimed gain in accuracy due
to a C6 correction is sufficiently transferable for a “black-

box” study of noncovalent bulk systems or surface adsorp-
tion, such as in Refs. 38–41, and if further many-body terms
such as a three-body Axilrod-Teller expression42 decaying as
C9 /R9 might be required for DFT calculations of van der
Waals crystals.

In this study, we address this question by elucidating the
many-body effects on interatomic forces derived from DFT
calculations of the gas and bulk phase of rare gas atoms.
Rare gas atoms, from an interatomic potential point of view,
represent a very fundamental yet realistic system in that they
produce the simplest contribution to binding, namely the
nondirectional van der Waals forces. We find an unexpect-
edly large and systematic overestimation of the MBC to the
interatomic potential—when compared to experiment or
quantum chemistry calculations at the level of coupled clus-
ter with single, double, and perturbative triple excitations
�CCSD�T��. Obviously this error cannot be mitigated by the
pairwise C6 correction. Furthermore, contrary to the well
performing attractive C6 correction for underestimated di-
atomic interaction energies, this many-body error would be
worsened by a corresponding repulsive C9 three-body
Axilrod-Teller correction.42

We have observed this effect for the trimer and bulk
across the first three rungs of “Jacob’s ladder” of DFT func-
tionals: LDA, GGA �Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof �PBE�,4 re-
vised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof �revPBE� �Ref. 5��, meta-
GGA �Tao-Perdew-Staroverov-Scuseria �TPSS� �Ref. 6��,
and hybrid GGA �PBE0 �Ref. 7�� using various software
implementations of DFT; details are given in the methodol-
ogy section. We investigated Ar with most of the calculations
because of its abundant experimental and theoretical docu-
mentation. In order to extend our conclusions to all rare
gases, selected calculations have also been performed for Ne
and Kr, yielding similar results.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Definitions

The two- and three-body interatomic energies have been
defined for this study as, E�2�=Edim−2Emon, and E�3�=Etrim
−3E�2�−3Emon, respectively, where trim, dim, and mon stand
for the equilateral triangular trimer, dimer, and monomer.
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Other three-body interactions than equilateral triangular have
not been considered as they are expected to be significantly
smaller. In a complete analogy to the energy terms, we have
defined the three-body electron density distribution as,
n�3��r�=ntrim�r�−3n�2��r�−3nmon�r�, with n�2��r� being the
two-body electron density, ndim�r�−2nmon�r�.

We have estimated the MBC to the cohesive energy of the
Ar crystal by subtracting the corresponding cohesive ener-
gies of an Ar crystal made up of two-body potentials as ob-
tained from the Ar dimer, EMBC=Ecoh−Ecoh

�2� . Clearly, the
MBC contains not only the equilateral triangular three-body
term but also all other MBCs corresponding to other three-
body geometries or higher body terms.

B. Computational details

Various electronic structure codes, approximations, and
set-ups have been used for this study. DFT calculations for
Ar have been carried out using the pseudopotential-based
plane-wave basis set electronic structure program CPMD

3.11,43 Goedecker’s pseudopotentials from Refs. 44 and 45, a
plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff of 200 Ry, and large unit
cells of 17�12�12 Å3 for the dimer and 17�15�12 Å3

for the trimer. PBE pseudopotentials have been employed for
revPBE, PBE0, and TPSS functionals. We have converged
our results with respect to kinetic energy cutoff, unit cell
size, and total energy convergence. For Ne and Kr atoms,
DFT calculations were done with NWChem,46 CCSD�T�
with Gaussian03 �both using BSSE-corrected energies with
the aug-cc-pV5Z basis set47,48�. Typical deviations of our re-
sults from available literature amount to less than 0.2 meV,
which is negligible for our conclusions. For the Ar dimer and
trimer, we have verified our DFT results independently by
comparison with Gaussian03 �Ref. 49� using aug-cc-pVQZ
basis sets48 for LDA, PBE, and PBE0 functionals. Typical
deviations between plane-waves and Gaussian basis set cal-
culations were below 1 meV.

For all the cubic bulk �fcc� calculations, a 6�6�6
Monkhorst-Pack grid has been employed for sampling of the
irreducible Brillouin zone, the exception being the TPSS cal-
culations, which were performed at the � point only with 108
atoms per unit cell, using CPMD 3.11.43 The PBE0 calculations
have been done with VASP 5.1,50 using a 3�3�3
Monkhorst-Pack grid for a four-atom unit cell.

The London dispersion C6 /R6 correction employed here
builds up on previous work by Grimme51 and by Jurecka et
al.52 We have reoptimized the parameters of the correction
scheme �s6 ,sR� �see Ref. 53 for more details� for PBE,
revPBE, PBE0, and TPSS functionals in CPMD ��s6 ,sR�
= �1.00,1.00� , �1.26,0.84� , �1.00,1.04� , �1.00,0.93�, respec-
tively� on high-quality �second-order Møller-Plesset �MP2�
extrapolated to complete basis set size plus a CCSD�T� cor-
relation energy correction� binding energy database from
Ref. 54, which does not explicitly include rare gas systems.
Although s6 being different from unity is unphysical at long
distances, since the C6 /R6 term must converge to the correct
limit, in practice it helps to approximately model the lack of
higher-order terms in the van der Waals energy expansion for
the equilibrium distance �for further details see Ref. 53�. The

C6 coefficient �C6=75 a .u.� for Ar has been fitted to high-
quality CCSD�T� data of Ref. 55 and is in good agreement
with other estimates in the literature.51

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ar2 and Ar3

The two- and three-body interatomic energies of Ar2 and
Ar3 are displayed for various functionals as a function of
distance in Fig. 1. Not surprisingly, the C6 correction greatly
improves the dimer results for all functionals, in particular
for the meta-generalized gradient functional TPSS—as al-
ready foreseen in Ref. 57. The CCSD�T� three-body energy
contribution is repulsive in the long range, has a small maxi-
mum of �0.3 meV at 3.70 Å, crosses zero at 3.44 Å, and
turns strongly attractive for the short interatomic range.
While all the DFT functionals yield a qualitatively correct
�repulsive� triangular three-body potential,42 its magnitude is
drastically overestimated, and zero-point, maximum, and
inflection-point are at far too short distances when compared
to the CCSD�T� results. Climbing Jacob’s ladder from LDA
to GGA to meta-GGA does result into a continuous decrease
in the error in the three-body potential, the hybrid PBE0, or
the revPBE GGA, yielding similar results as the meta-GGA.
Note that while the absolute magnitude of E�3� at its maxi-
mum is not large for Ar3 �at least 4 meV�, we will show
below that this error translates to �40 meV for the cohesive
energy of the bulk. When adding the artificially repulsive
three-body potential to the over-attractive two-body poten-
tial, it becomes evident that it is only due to a fortuitous
cancellation of errors when LDA describes total binding
properties significantly better for Ar3 than for Ar2. Interest-
ingly, while the Hartree-Fock �HF� and MP2 three-body en-
ergies both do not have a repulsive tail, their quantitative
agreement with CCSD�T� is better than for all DFT results.

Corresponding equilibrium energy results, with and with-
out the C6 correction, feature in Table I. When applying the

FIG. 1. �Color online� Left: two-body energy as function of
interatomic distance for Ar2 with various functionals and CCSD�T�
�Ref. 55�. Dashed lines correspond to the C6 corrected functionals.
Right: three-body energies as a function of interatomic distance for
the equilateral triangular Ar3. CCSD�T�, MP2, and HF have been
taken from Ref. 56.
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attractive C6 correction the error in the three-body contribu-
tion is aggravated by a factor of �2 solely due to the short-
ening of interatomic distances—the reason being that E�3�
has a negative and quite significant slope at the equilibrium
distance, its maximum being at distances much shorter than
the true equilibrium distance �see Fig. 1�. For further insight,
Fig. 2 features isosurfaces of the CCSD and LDA density
difference, and of the LDA three-body electron density,
n�3��r�. In the center of the system a major depletion of elec-
tron density occurs for both plots. The three-body density
exhibits significant changes at each atomic site, which are
reminiscent of angular momentum dependent functions. This
indicates that not only the two but also the three-body DFT
error is due to an overly delocalized electron density.

B. Ar-bulk

For the bulk we find that the MBC error is much larger in
magnitude while similar trends as in the three-body case per-
sist. This is consistent with the observation that the triangular
three-body term is the dominating MBC for Ar.37 Cohesive
energies and MBC are displayed in Fig. 3 as a function of
interatomic distance for C6-corrected and uncorrected DFT
functionals. In order to obtain an equilibrium reference esti-
mate of the MBC of 6.3 meV �6.4% of the cohesive energy�,
we have used the two-body-crystal curve �dotted in Fig. 3�
corresponding to CCSD�T�,55 and the experimental equilib-
rium value61 �the zero-point energy �ZPE�, estimated in Ref.
37, being removed�. The magnitude of the MBC DFT error
becomes evident when inspecting the C6 uncorrected cohe-
sive energies in Table I: the MBC to the cohesive energies
ranges from �35, 50, to 80% for LDA, PBE, and TPSS,
respectively. PBE0, however, exhibits an absolute MBC of
only 1.8 meV due to the combination of the overestimated

TABLE I. Ar equilibrium results for C6 corrected and uncorrected functionals on “Jacob’s ladder.”
Interatomic distances d in dimer �dim� and fcc crystal �bulk� in Å, corresponding dimer interaction energy
�E�2��, triangular three-body nonadditive energy contribution �E�3��, two-body cohesive energy �Ecoh

�2� �, bulk
many-body contribution �EMBC�, and cohesive energy �Ecoh=Ecoh

�2� +EMBC� in meV.

ddim dbulk E�2� E�3� Ecoh
�2� EMBC Ecoh

LDA 3.39 3.50 −31.2 7.5 −189.7 49.9 −139.8

PBE 4.00 4.18 −6.2 2.3 −35.3 11.3 −24.0

revPBE 4.61 4.85 −1.7 0.7 −9.3 2.6 −6.7

TPSS 4.29 4.49 −3.2 1.2 −21.7 9.8 −11.9

PBE0 4.06 4.24 −3.9 1.3 −21.8 1.8 −20.0

PBE+C6 3.71 3.72 −19.1 4.2 −146.4 31.7 −114.7

revPBE+C6 4.03 3.99 −10.3 2.4 −86.3 18.4 −67.9

TPSS+C6 3.89 3.91 −12.5 3.0 −97.2 22.9 −74.3

PBE0+C6 3.75 3.75 −16.6 2.4 −123.2 13.6 −109.6

Ref. 3.76a,b 3.78c −12.3b 0.3d −94.3 6.3e,f −88.0d

aExperimental, Reference 58
bExperimental, Reference 59
cExperimental, Theoretical, References 37 and 60
dTheoretical, Reference 56
eExperimental �Reference 61� after removal of ZPE �Reference 37�
fTheoretical, Reference 55

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. �Color online� Electron density difference isosurface
plots for Ar3 at 3 Å equilateral distance—roughly the distance at
which the three-body energy of Ar3 is maximal for LDA �see Fig.
1�. Blue/dark gray represents depletion, red/gray represents creation
of density. �a� Trimer density difference between CCSD, using
the Z-vector method �Ref. 49� and LDA, nCCSD−nLDA, isovalue
�1.0E-4 a.u.�. �b� three-body LDA electron density, n�3��r�
=ntrim�r�−3n�2��r�−3nmon�r�. n�2��r� being the two-body electron
density, ndim�r�−2nmon�r�. Isovalue �1.0E-5 a.u.�.
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lattice constant with the fast decay of its MBC with the lat-
tice constant.

Also, as in the case of the trimer, when using the C6
correction for the GGA, meta-GGA, and hybrid functionals,
binding properties, i.e., lattice constants and cohesive ener-
gies, improve consistently, while the MBC error worsens
considerably. The two-body crystal is predicted best when
using TPSS+C6, the corresponding experimental cohesive
energy, however, is still underestimated by �15% �14 meV�,
and the nearest-neighbor distance is 0.13 Å longer than the
experimental value of 3.78 Å. For all functionals, the devia-
tion of the MBC from reference aggravates much more dra-
matically due to the C6 than in the case of the trimer. For
TPSS+C6, it increases from 3.5 to 16.6 meV due to the
shortening of the Ar lattice constant resulting from the C6
force field. If this MBC error was removed the TPSS+C6
cohesive energy would be −90.9 meV, very close to the ex-
perimental cohesive energy of −88.0 meV �ZPE being re-
moved�. Furthermore, one could expect that a correction of
the repulsive MBC error would also support a decrease in the
lattice constant toward the experimental value. Interestingly,
while revPBE+C6 is very close to TPSS+C6, PBE0+C6
overestimates the cohesive energy, implying that the removal
of the MBC error would only worsen the cohesive energy of
PBE0+C6. Therefore, and in spite of the absolute MBC error
being smaller for PBE0 and revPBE than for TPSS, TPSS
+C6 appears to yield the most reasonable results.

C. Ne and Kr

To assess if the observed DFT trends for Ar are general,
we have also investigated trimers of Ne and Kr. The corre-
sponding interatomic two- and three-body potentials are dis-
played in Fig. 4. Again, the dimer is inaccurately described
by DFT, exhibiting similar trends as for Ar �Fig. 1�. When
inspecting the three-body DFT potentials of Ne and Kr �right

hand plot in Fig. 4�, it becomes clear that not only similarly
erroneous trends as for Ar persist, but that their relative de-
viation from the reference is even more pronounced. Specifi-
cally, the CCSD�T� three-body curves exhibit extremely
small repulsive maxima of less than 0.1 meV at �3.3 and
5.1 Å for Ne and Kr, respectively. It does not seem unrea-
sonable to expect that, in complete analogy to Ar, DFT cal-
culations of the bulk of Ne and Kr will also contain signifi-
cant errors in the MBC.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have found that across “Jacob’s ladder” commonly
applied parametrizations of KS-DFT result into strong and
systematic overestimations of the repulsive three-body inter-
actions in rare gases, prototypical van der Waals systems. For
the bulk of Ar, the remaining deviation of the cohesive en-
ergy from experiment ��14 meV� compares best to the
MBC error of TPSS+C6, �17 meV. Such errors are at least
six times larger than the accuracy required for predicting the
energetic ranking of molecular crystal polymorphs, 2 meV,
according to Refs. 62–64. The strong interatomic distance
dependence of this error, as well as its variation between Ne,
Ar, and Kr, indicates that even for relative cohesive energies,
one should not assume this error to cancel. It is therefore
questionable if any intermolecular DFT+two-body approach
for the parametrizations of interatomic or intermolecular
forces is sufficient, and if, for example, the successful energy
ranking of molecular crystals using DFT+C6 is rather fortu-
itous than to be expected.64

Furthermore, the “paradox” of the remarkable perfor-
mance of LDA in describing solid state properties and in
failing to describe molecular systems seems—at least
partially—to be due to the fortuitous cancellation of MBC
errors with two-body errors in the bulk. If the self-interaction
error65 is at the origin of this error and might be removed by
corrections66 remains an open question, in particular having
Magyar et al.67 findings in mind that the electronic structure
of rare gas solids does not improve upon using exact ex-
change functionals.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Left: Cohesive energies as a function of
interatomic distance in the fcc crystal of Ar. The zero-point energy
taken from Ref. 37 was removed from the experimental value �Ref.
61�. DFT �solid� and C6+DFT �dashed� curves are displayed, to-
gether with the two-body-crystal curve �dotted� corresponding to
CCSD�t� from Ref. 55. Right: Many-body curves corresponding to
the difference between the cohesive energy �shown left� and the
DFT two-body-crystal curves �not shown�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Left: Interaction energies as a function of
interatomic distance in the Ne and Kr dimer. Right: three-body
energy curves as a function of the interatomic distance in the equi-
lateral Ne and Kr trimer.
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Finally, we note that in contrast to using the DFT+C6

correction for the underbonded dimer, a corresponding inter-
nuclear three-atom Axilrod-Teller potential would be unable
to remedy this error since this term is repulsive for the equi-
lateral triangle42 while an attractive correction would be re-
quired to reduce the overly repulsive DFT three-body
curves—notwithstanding the finding that the Axilrod-Teller
correction might be insufficient for the condensed phase
anyway.68 We hope that our findings will help to define fur-
ther design criteria for the development of new density
functionals.69
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